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I’m really excited about the opportunity to work with each one of you and help you to start and scale your
business. I thank you in advance for completing the Entrepreneur Assessment and connecting with the
Workshop Group in Bunker Online.

Talk to you soon, and again, welcome to the Entrepreneur Workshop Series!

Welcome to the Breaking Barriers in Entrepreneurship Workshop Series! I’m so excited to have you join us on this
eight-week journey to make your business more successful!

We are launching the October 2022 cohort of our expanded workshop series presented by JPMorgan Chase
Foundation, ADP, Macy's, eBay Foundation, Comcast, and Wells Fargo and this is our 10th overall cohort. We have
successfully provided training to 429 Veterans, military spouses, and military families. 

There are so many success stories to tell but 27 participants have been able to secure almost $1.5 millon in grant
funding since the start of the workshop series 2 years ago. 

Renette Dallas Owner of Life by Dallas
$10,000 grant through WeWork’s Black-Owned Business Grant.
$10,000 grant from NAACP and Beyonce-BeyGood: Black Owned Small Business, Impact Fund.  

Zephrine Hanson Owner of Hampden Farms
$10,000 grant through WeWork Black-Owned Business Grant
$10,000 grant from the Creative Ideas Fund 
$15,000 grant from LinkedIn
$25,000 grant from Bob Evans

Carla Bond of Upskill
$10,000 grant through WeWork Black-Owned Business Grant
$50,000 grant from the Google For Startups Black Founders Fund 

Kamekio Lewis, Career and Personal Development Coach
$5,000 first-place prize in the BossPreneur Pitch Your Business Competition 

Ronnie Davis President of Davlin Developments LLC 
$1,500 grant from the Gwinnett County Small Business Assistance Program
$9,000 Comcast Rise Grant 

Idongesit Essiet-Gibson Owner of The Idyeas Group
$2,500 grant from Facebook 

Love Hudson-Maggio Founder and CEO of Mar Dat
$50,000 grant from the Google For Startups Black Founders Fund 

Mario Mitchell of Code Legion
$250,000 grant from the RNOX

Lester Lumbad President & Founder of the Southern Nevada Veterans Chamber of Commerce
$45,200 secured in sponsorship money

Jaden J. Risner CEO / Co-Founder of Family Proud Inc.
$750,000 (one year, non-diluted) won through the Phase II SBIR awarded by the U.S. Air Force

Brian McClean CEO of McClean Photography
$5,000 Grant from the State of California's California Relief Grant

Natasha Norie Standard CEO of NNS LLC Footwear 
$20,000 from the River City Capital Grant
Shopify Business grant for a one-year, free, Shopify subscription.

Regina Rembert Owner of Think Veterans First hosts the annual event VET OHIO EXPO
$25,000 was raised through grants, sponsorship, and donations in support of the event

Angela Van Owner/Director of Keisha’s Kare Learning Academy
$10,000 grant from the Texas Workforce Development.

Henry Rosario Owner of OutPatch
$25,000 Grant from PenFed and Purefy.

Lavern Sellers CEO of Battle Buggies To Go LLC in Fayetteville, NC 
$10,000 from NC IDEA Grant

Niurka Castaneda CEO of Amor Umbrella
$10,000 grant from Comcast

Samar Parikh Founder of Pathfinder Health, Inc.
$15,000 first-place prize at Bunker Labs Pitch Competition
$50,000 grant from AFWERX/SBIR Phase I 
$10,000 runner-up prize from The Task Force X Capital Management 5th Annual Veteran Startup
Showcase

Schmid Etienne CEO of R.E.S.S.E.T Studio
$2,500 plus one desktop computer, two laptop computers, and three tablets through the COMCAST
RISE Grant 

Marie Roker Jones Owner of Essteem
$10,000 won through the 2022 Black Girl Ventures Grant

Theresa Irving Owner of Duneberry Farms 
$5,000 Grant from Farmer Veteran Coalition

WELCOME

Renee Bobb Training
ReneeBobbTraining.com

Renee Bobb
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Asian American ENTREPRENEUR Series 

DAYLEN ADAMS

11Series Consulting Solving team issues with
overseas experience’s and a military learning module.
We provide a unique service that inspires and builds
cohesion.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/daylenadams

ARMY VETERAN

PRABIN AMATYA

PA Smiles ensures preventative dental care and oral
health.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/ben2

AIR FORCE VETERAN AIR FORCE VETERAN

ADERWYNJADE GRAYBEAL

Nanay’s Kitchen - We are a Filipino American
food truck. We educate individuals on the
different foods by offering delicious, nutritious,
and fast meals.

Website: facebook.com/nanayskitchen.AK

AIME BLACK

The JASSD Group is intended to provide peak
performance coaching. It is my desire to help
others access flow (state of optimal
performance), on-demand so that they can
perform at their best while feeling their best. It
is a mechanism for mitigating burnout and
health challenges due to stress/demands from
work.

Website: ephesussolutions.com

MARINE CORPS SPOUSE

2BUNKER LABS
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Asian American ENTREPRENEUR Series 

3BUNKER LABS

ARMY SPOUSE

SHANITA LIU

Coach Shanita - Plenty of mothers in America
are stressed out as they are coming out of the
pandemic and feeling continued pressure to
provide for their families, which inevitably
delays them from pursuing their passions or
going further in their desired careers. 

A 2021 study from the National Partnership for
Women & Families is one of many studies that
echoes the notion that maternal mental-health
conditions have worsened for moms, adding,
“The multiple crises of the COVID pandemic,
economic downturn, and national reckoning on
racism have underscored the need to address
the social influencers of [mental] health.” 

My services and products would meet that
urgent problem by showing moms how to
leverage their courage to get relief, as well as
employ practical strategies to battle fear-based
attitudes that hinder their personal and
professional fulfillment.

Website: coachshanita.com

Torch Lake Official is an e-commerce brand
dedicated to promoting an active healthy
lifestyle and celebrating the beauty of Torch
Lake through preservation and awareness.

Website: torchlakeofficial.com

GILBERT SOON
NAVY VETERAN

https://www.coachshanita.com/
https://torchlakeofficial.com/


Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

ROY BLAIR
NAVY VETERAN

Karuka Cultural Consulting - Since 2017 we've
helped leaders in companies demystify and
navigate the challenges within the disruptions
of intelligent workflows encountered in human
capital and undefined commitments for the
cultural socio-economic ecosystem. As a result,
our partners decode the cultural landscape and
translate goals through a real, relevant, and
relatable cultural lens that promotes strategic
cultural transformations, trust, and
sustainability aligned with modern economic
models.

Website: karukacultural.com

JASON BURKS

We Must Grow - Veteran Mentors provides
strategic career advice, resume assistance,
digital assistance, and confidence building for
career transitioning professionals. VM uses an
approach that has led to a 95% success rate (Job
attainment) for hundreds of clients in the Cyber
Security and IT Industry.

Website: wemustgrow.com

ARMY VETERAN

Elite Need 4 Speed Training - Building
confidence for the next generation of scholar-
athletes and helping people live healthier by
becoming physically fit. I am helping clients
excel in sports and fitness. My training helps
clients establish growth and enhances their
overall skillset.

Website: eliteneed4speedtraining.com

JAMES BROWN
ARMY VETERAN

TERRELL CANADA

Rikky Magkk is U.S.-based clothing, art, &
entertainment brand.

Fashion, Art, Music, Literature, & Entertainment
are tools that aid people with deficient and
growth needs.

 Lifestyle choices help people stand out, fit in, as
well as identify themselves within their peer
groups.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/rikko-rebel-
80800023a

ARMY VETERAN

5BUNKER LABS

GARDEA CHRISTIAN

Trifecta Strong - We are providing workout
classes for executives and office workers who
find themselves too busy to get to the gym
before or after work and do not want to pay for
multiple gym memberships to improve their
health and wellness. anytime in any place that
allows clients to reach their potential and
surpass it. We are solving this problem for busy
executives and office workers who want to be
healthier and more athletic. Our solution is
awesome because it allows a person to work
out any time, any place with no equipment
needed.

Website: trifectastrong.com

MARINE CORPS VETERAN

https://www.karukacultural.com/
https://www.wemustgrow.com/
https://eliteneed4speedtraining.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rikko-rebel-80800023a
https://www.trifectastrong.com/


Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

CHARMAIN EDOUARD

thebuttabar - My business is an Aromatherapy
business. It uses essential oils for its scent
profile. It is a plant based scent giving another
alternative to scents with chemicals in it

Website: thebuttabar.com

NAVY VETERAN

Davlin Developments LLC - Training people on
how to start a business

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/ronniejdavis

RONNIE DAVIS
ARMY VETERAN

KIMBERLY CROSS
NAVY VETERAN

Zhi Bath & Body provides goat milk skincare
cleansers and moisturizers for skin sensitivities
that are toxin free and sustainable--targeting
estheticians, individuals, and clean beauty
enthusiasts. I give customized skin solutions
that address specific needs. Helping people love
their skin naturally makes Zhi awesome!

Website: zhibathandbody.com

WILHEMINA GIBSON

Gibson School of Music & Arts - Gibson School
of Music & Arts was started in 1995. We provide
music lessons on virtually every instruments
including voice, dance, art and drama.
Also, we sell instruments, books and sheet
music.
We are trying to grow the business since covid.
We are looking to grow the business for the
school and community. The solution to the
problem is to publish our new website and
execute a new marketing plan.

Website: gibson-school-of-music-and-
arts.myshopify.com

NAVY MILITARY SPOUSE

KENNETH GAY

Kenneth Gay Education, LLC - We make
schools better by providing Social-Emotional
Learning Training. We are solving bullying and
self-esteem issues of students. Our solution is
our series of books: The Shoes series, for
students, teachers, and parents to work
together.

Website: kennethgayeducation.com

ARMY

6BUNKER LABS

https://www.zhibathandbody.com/
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Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

BEVERLY GRANDISON
ARMY VETERAN

Infinity Empowerment Services - Problem -
Rising healthcare costs impacting employers
negatively. Solving it for Corporate and Military
personnel. Our solution has positive results,
increases productivity, reduces healthcare cost,
is sustainable and memorable.

Website: infinityempowermentsvc.com

A.I.C Publications - An eduSTEM publishing
company. We introduce and expose
engineering to the African American community
at an early stage elementary level to increase
community representation in under
represented science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) related fields. We publish
tutorials, books, presentations, and other media
showcasing the Black community developing
problem solving solutions while using science,
technology, engineering and math as a path to
success and economic development.

Website: AICPublications.com

MAKIN HAMZAH
ARMY VETERAN

ORPHEUS KENNEDY

The Underground Lab, LLC - A production
company that produces television and radio
content. The problem we are solving is
correcting the negative portrait of minorities in
the media for current and future generations.
This Downton is awesome because it is 100%
black owned we are taking control of our story.

Website: theundergroundlab.com

ARMY VETERAN

KESHA JARAMILLO

Kesha's Space LLC -  Brown Sugar by Kesha
Janaan is a line of affordable natural skincare
products. These products are made with fair
trade and sustainable ingredients and are for
those with sensitive skin who are on a budget.

Website: keshajanaan.com/beauty-shop

ARMY VETERAN

LESIAH HARRIS

Elarris - Established to revolutionize healthcare
providing streamlined solutions to complex
organizational and interagency problems. Our
thought leaders and trusted advisors seek to
navigate the government space assisting
agencies best manage issues within healthcare.

Website: Elarris.com

AIR FORCE VETERAN
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Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

CHRIS MAVRY
AIR FORCE VETERAN

Micheaux Media - Micheaux Media helps
independent creators build sustainable and
consistent incomes from their IP. By providing
creators with tools and resources, we allow
them to manage their business, release their
work to all major platforms, promote
themselves, and manage their earnings all while
retaining their IP. Our solution ensures creators
reap the benefits of their IP.

Website: micheauxmedia.com

Pacletics - There’s compelling conversation
happening throughout the transmasculine
community, between current transphobic
legislation and the lack of visibility of trans
masculine brands that aim to combat these
systemic inequalities combating the LGBTQIA+
community’s ability to live authentic and healthy
lives. Pacletics is an apparel company that
offers swimwear for the transmasculine
community that solves the challenge of packing
while swimming. We’re focused on creating
gender-affirming athleisure products that serve
the transmasculine community to inspire those
coping with gender dysphoria to continue
participating in the physical activities they love,
without sacrificing safety or comfort.

Website: pacletics.com

SAFI MOJIDI
ARMY FAMILY MEMBER

VINCENT PEAK

Share Farm - Share Farms mission is to
improve small farm distribution, agronomic
practices, quality and food safety management
to bring farm to fork to the procurement level.
Share Farm was founded to help connect small
farms and Minority farmers to a larger market
using an inclusive, digital supply chain and
existing distribution infrastructure to create a
dynamic digital marketplace and expand local
offerings.

Website: sharefarm.com

MARINE CORPS VETERAN

MONICA PERRAS

MVP Transformation Fitness - Relaunching for
online business as I closed my facility due to
covid impact. Need to identify new customer
base and new marketing strategy.

Website: igolf4vets.org

ARMY VETERAN

ASHLEY MOOREHEAD

Uwazi Baths - We are wear self-care and self-
love equals self-discovery. we use our
intentional bath kits to create this experience
and support you in achieving your goes to
healing and transformation.

Website: Etsy.com/shop/uwazibaths

MARINE CORPS VETERAN

https://www.igolf4vets.org/
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Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

STEPHANIE POWELL
MARINE CORPS VETERAN

SG Consulting - A healthcare consulting
company focused on providing clients with the
appropriate tools to succeed and grow in the
healthcare sector of the medical industry. SG
Consulting provide outstanding customer
service and tackle those difficult problems
companies have with best practices and
innovative solutions to improve their business.
We provide financial, policy, strategic planning
and human resolutions to improve
organizations, their culture and maximize
revenue.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/stephanie-powell-
13a269b

CHRISTIE RANKINS

TEC 2 Enterprise LLC - Our mission is to train,
employ, and house women seeking to better
themselves after incarceration. Our vision is to
end the long-lasting truck diver shortage with a
focus on expanding the training that will
increase opportunities for incarcerated females
as they rehabilitate back into society and
contributing to the economy.

Website: tecsquaredllc.com

ARMY VETERAN

Fall Harvest Urban Farms, LLC DBA Mrs.
Pruitt's Gourmet CHA CHA - Mrs. Pruitt's
Gourmet CHA CHA is a best-kept family recipe
dating back to the early 1830s. CHA CHA is a
relish, condiment, sauce, and authentic
southern cuisine, that contributes to healthier
household diets and is an alternative to
unhealthy high fructose, high sodium, additives,
and preservatives. Mrs. Pruitt's Gourmet CHA
CHA enhances any meal or dish with
ingredients that you can trust.  

Website: mrspruittschacha.com

LINDA KAY PRUITT
AIR FORCE SPOUSE

NIA RUTH

Nia Ruth Wine Club - My Wine Club delivers
three bottles of delicious small-batch wines
from a single boutique winery each month (that
you can't find at your local wine shop!) to
members’ doorsteps. We go beyond great wine
and host a live tasting with each producer so
members can learn the stories behind each
bottle directly from the producers themselves!
On the other hand, the Club serves as an
important vehicle to support small production
wineries and get their wine into the hands of
wine lovers across the country they wouldn't
typically have the capacity to reach, and there's
also a philanthropic component to the Club,
and we donate $1 from each membership to a
cause of the winery's choice each month.

Website: niaruth.com

MARINE CORPS SPOUSE

BRENDA SHELTON

Bouncetogo - Offering travel inspired products
for travel enthusiasts

Website: bouncetogo.com

ARMY SPOUSE
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Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

JAMES SMITH
ARMY VETERAN

KnowGap LLC - A tech startup that provides a
Talent & Skills Development platform which
helps the BIPOC community develop job skills
that pay living wages with work life balance and
then matches their talent with high demand job
opportunities. Our solution allows the BIPOC
community to close their Knowledge-Gap
between their knowing and doing and their
learning and earning which will help close the
racial wealth gap & increase their quality of life.

Website: knowgap.io

HYACINTH TUCKER

The Laundry Basket LLC - We are an on
demand mobile laundry and dry cleaning
delivery solution. We provide services for
residential and commercial clients. We give
individuals and companies back four hours of
their time by outsourcing their laundry and
linen needs.

Website: laundrybasketdelivery.com

ARMY VETERAN

Lavi, Inc - Consumers are overwhelmed with
delivery apps and options, often delaying or
canceling orders due to decision paralysis. Lavi
helps consumers order what they need, when
they need, with a simple text message and we
find the cheapest and fastest delivery options,
instantly.

Website: lavi-lifestyle.webflow.io

NATHANIEL TORRES
AIR FORCE

ANGELA TYREE

Paws 48 - Indoor dog park and boarding

Website: reginaldcole96blog.com

AIR FORCE VETERAN

TENESHA VILLANUEVA

Villanueva Consulting - There is a gap in
college and career outcomes for students from
historically marginalized backgrounds. There
are many ed leaders and organizations working
on solutions to decrease this gap but are often
unsuccessful because of internal barriers. I
partner with educational leaders and
organizations to meet ambitious goals by
helping them dismantle barriers and reposition
high leverage strategies for success.

Website: karukacultural.com

NAVY SPOUSE

https://www.reginaldcole96blog.com/
https://www.karukacultural.com/
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Black ENTREPRENEUR Series 

KENNITA WILLIAMS
AIR FORCE SPOUSE

Consulting Training Coaching - Leadership
Unwellness, the positional and personal leader
nearing or facing burnout, loss of prospective,
no longer engaging self care, and facing threats
to their organization, family, and teams. My
solution provides a safe place, tools and
resources for the leader to refocus, refresh so
that they will be well and their organization will
be well.

Website: clearvisionconsultingllc.org

AJ YAWN

ByteChek - We help B2B companies earn
cybersecurity compliance certifications with our
automated compliance SaaS platform.

LinkedIn: bytechek.com

ARMY VETERAN

Willis Signing Solutions - I am a loan signing
agent that assists title companies to close on on
financing of homes.

Website: wssols.com

CORTEZ WILLIS
AIR FORCE



Female ENTREPRENEUR Series 
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PEARL ALIMO

Greight Company, LLC - We offer career
coaching and corporate training
programs for individuals, groups and
organizations. At Greight, our mission is
to help career professionals to grow,
flourish and thrive at the workplace and
organizations to develop.

Website: greightcompany.com

NAVY SPOUSE

CARMA CONNOR-MARROQUIN

The Carma Connection - I create online
courses that connect people with
careers, hobbies, and stuff that spark
their passion. My courses are for public
health professionals, parents of small
children, and veteran women. I have
curated my knowledge into concise
programs that get results.

Website:
thecarmaconnection.com/carmaconnor

VETERAN

FELECIA DONALD-COLEMAN

Sisters Invoking Success - Sisters
Invoking Success (SIS) is an IRS certified
501(c) 3 non-profit organization. Our
purpose is to bridge the gap between
poverty and wealth by educating,
empowering, and encouraging,
individuals, businesses, nonprofits,
foundations, ecclesiastical organizations,
outreach, and other ministries and
private sector entities. The goal is to
assist them in the creation, development,
and enhancement of their new or current
processes so that they will be efficient
and effective with their day-to-day lives
as well as their business operations.

LinkedIn: sisters-invoking-success.com

MARINE CORPS FAMILY MEMBER

AMY COTTA

Wearable  Gratitude - We recycle,
refashion, and redeploy authentic duty-
worn military uniforms and surplus to
transform them into fashion and
accessories for women and men.

Website: wearablegratitude.com

MARINE CORPS FAMILY MEMBER
ANNA GINGRAS

AJ Vending LLC - Vending machines
tend to have unhealthy snacks and
drinks, making it very difficult to stay on
a diet or stay healthy. That is why I am
starting a line of healthy drinks and
snacks vending machines. All people
should have access to options that are
both tasty and good for you.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/anna-gingras-
137160246

AIR FORCE SPOUSE

https://linkedin.com/in/anna-gingras-137160246


Female ENTREPRENEUR Series 
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ARMY VETERAN

CHASTIDY L GUINYARD

A Lady's Touch MEI LLC - My business
will provide automotive beautification
and and customization. These services
will be provided to the busy working
class. My solution is awesome because
my services will be mobile and provide at
a location convenient for my customers,
ie. home, work, etc.
 

Website: cynitrainfosys.net

LAURA HATCHER

Laura Hatcher Photography LLC - Laura
Hatcher Photography creates amazing
imagery to help transitioning Veterans
preserve their military legacy and prepare
for their next profession. The solution
appeals to my audience because they
know I've walked in their shoes.

Website: laurahatcherphotography.com

NAVY VETERAN
REBEKKA HUGHES

CGL Wellness Group - Mental Health
and Wellness for children, adolescents,
adults and groups. Expanding awareness
about trauma informed care and play
therapy in the Metro Detroit area.

Website: cglwellnessgroup.com

MARINE CORPS VETERAN

KATISHA JALLOW

K Luv Culture, LLC - We book and talent
worldwide. 30 days of redefining your
lifestyle, daily coaching tips, one on one-
scheduled sessions.Creating a Vision
Board and extended review of the goal
setting.

Website: lifecoachandconsultant.com

ARMY

https://cynitrainfosys.net/


Female ENTREPRENEUR Series 
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BRITTANY LANZA

New Altitudes - Coaching services and a
subscription box: MilSO Box

Website: newaltitudesllc.com

AIR FORCE MILITARY SPOUSE
LALA MENEELY FREDRICH

Edge Method - I am solving the problem
of veterans and families affected by
Autism Spectrum Disorder (two
categories my family fits in) not having
access to self-care and preventative
medicine shown to dramatically impact
quality of life. My business provides yoga,
fitness and fun - delivered. My solution is
awesome because it offers both a mobile
service for those who are less mobile
AND a small retreat-like setting for
similar families whom are able to get
away for a weekend or a week at a time.

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/lisachristinemeneely

NAVY SPOUSE

GLORIA MILES

Space Solutions - A professional
organizing company that helps people
regain control over their surroundings
and clarity in their lives by getting rid of
clutter and developing functional storage
systems. We are dedicated to supporting
our clients in living efficiently and stress-
free by helping them maintain the spaces
in which they live and work.

Website: spacesolutionsorganizing.com

ARMY VETERAN

ALICIA M. JOSEPH

Josken LLC - Our goal is to make
skincare and self-care options and
solutions available and accessible to
black women. Our solution is awesome
as there are not a lot of skincare
specialists in our area who provide these
services in a space where black women
can feel comfortable and have their
specific skincare needs met.

Website: joskenlife.com

ARMY VETERAN
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CLARISSA RENFOE

SheCan - We are a residential treatment
center for youth girls age 10-17. We are
providing treatment for those that have
traumatic and emotional disorders. Our
treatment is awesome because we are
providing much more than the minimum
care we are going above with
opportunities these girls think they
would never be able to access.

Website: shecan.love

ARMY VETERAN
MARIE ROKER-JONES

Curious Culture - Curious Culture helps
leaders in web3 leverage the power of
curiosity to create equitable and inclusive
workplaces.

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/marierokerjones

ARMY SPOUSE
MARIA QUINN

Design Your Family Life - I partner with
dual working and single parent families
to discover how to create the family life
they love by investing in child care.

I help them go from feeling overwhelmed
to being focused at work because their
family and home are taken care of well.

I provide concierge, personalized, on-
demand education and support for
families making child care decisions and
if the choose to hire, I walk them through
the process so hire well and with
confidence the first time.

Website: designyourfamilylife.com

SPACE FORCE
YVETTE REEVES

Double R & Associates Inc - We provide
self care services to assist with relaxation
and reduction of stress. We serve women
and men. Our solution is awesome and
much needed due to the emotional
affects from COVID and making our
clients healthier and provide a better self
image.

Website: redrougebeautywellness.com

NAVY FAMILY MEMBER
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YRRAL T WHITE

The T-Group Consulting, LLC - Provide
organizations with integrated talent
management solutions that help teams
have an immediate and lasting impact on
people, performance, and culture.
Initiatives implemented by The T-Group
Consulting have allowed for the strategic
objectives of the organization to be met
while fostering collaboration and
strategic partnerships that build
psychological safety. We excel at aiding
teams to understand themselves and
others.

Website: t-groupconsulting.org/welcome

AIR FORCE VETERAN

SARA WILLIAMS

Williams Livestock Ranch - We are
working on more natural products for
your body. We have begun milking our
goats and making goat milk products.
Such as; lotions, soap bars, lip butter,
sugar scrubs, and will be adding more.

Website:
facebook.com/williamlivestockranch

AIR FORCE SPOUSE
DESTINY WATSON

So Unique Entertainment LLC - We
consult businesses, and future business
owners, and help people monetize
themselves. Breaking the stigma around
mental health through the use of music
and offering a platform for better access
to counselors as well as teaching others
about business and entrepreneurship.
We also participate in e-commerce.

Website: souniqueent.com/home

NAVY VETERAN

NICOLE WASHINGTON

Virture Right Path - Consultation for
new nurses

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/nicole-
washington-dha-mha-bsn-rn-20a55125

AIR FORCE VETERAN

https://www.t-groupconsulting.org/welcome
https://www.facebook.com/williamlivestockranch
https://souniqueent.com/home
http://linkedin.com/in/nicole-washington-dha-mha-bsn-rn-20a55125
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MICHAEL MATOS
COAST GUARD VETERAN

Personal Protective Combatives - With violent
crimes on the rise, Personal Protective
Combatives provides the knowledge and self-
confidence to those at most risk of attack, to
effectively defend themselves and get home
safely. P.P.C seeks to erase the "bystander"
mentality and build communal care through
self-development.

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/michael-matos-
9b4384143

EDDIE OCASIO

The Resiliency Initiative - Our organization is
solving the mental health crisis in our
community by providing mental health support
through our brand. We are addressing our local
community members with the intention of
expanding nationwide. Our solution is different
because 100% of all sales go towards covering
mental health services to eligible locals.

Website: theresiliencyinitiative.org

NAVY VETERAN

Miranda's Creatives - Discovering either the
gaps or providing startups with clear mapping
detailing strengths, weaknesses, and how and
when to scale.

Website: mirandascreatives.com

DR. ANITA MIRANDA
NAVY VETERAN

NIURKA CASTANEDA

AMOR Umbrella - AMOR umbrella mission is to
facilitate conversations of Hope, Creativity, and
Empowerment in order to advance growth
opportunities, develop your potential, and
share knowledge by providing veteran families
and entrepreneurs with the tools you need to
succeed thru our tv show umbrella of Hope,
programs, products, and services to achieve a
thriving community for all.

Website: amorumbrella.com

ARMY VETERAN

https://loveweddingevents.com/
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JAI TAYLOR
NAVY VETERAN

Veterans Support Syndicate works together
with our allies, collaborators, partners, and
supporters, in improving the quality of life of
U.S. military Service members and veterans
nationwide, via our animal & mental health
campaigns, extended homeless outreach
initiatives, general advocacy of military &
veteran causes and our veteran-owned
business services.

Website: veterans-ss.carrd.co

MONTY ZEMA

Military Kids In Tech is a nonprofit devoted to
providing Free/Discounted tech classes to
Military Kids. We are passionate about
providing Military Kids an outlet to learn and
grow that won't be affected by moving. Our
mission is to help military kids learn skills that
will provide them an avenue into our ever-
advancing technological world.

Website: militarykidsintech.org

AIR FORCE SPOUSE

Esthete Beard Co. - Esthete Beard Co. is a
Veteran, family-owned Men's Grooming
Company based out of Tampa Bay Florida. We
make ALL natural grooming products for the
bearded professional that nurture the skin and
hair. Our goal is to enhance the lifestyles of
those working in the helping professions by
providing quality grooming products with
targeted scent profiles that promote mental
and emotional wellness.

Website: esthetebeard.com

FRANKIE VALLE
ARMY VETERAN

CAROLOS RODRIGUEZ

Smoll an online directory and marketplace that
helps small businesses become more visible by
focusing on local economies.

Website: smoll.com

ARMY VETERAN
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